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$\mathbb{C}^{n}\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}$ $C^{*}$ - $-$
$\mathbb{R}^{n}\mathrm{x}\mathbb{R}$ $C^{*}$ stable rank
connected stable rank
(1) MOTIVATION




1077 1999 30-45 30
$C^{*}(G)$ $L^{1}$ $G$ Banach
*- $L^{1}(G)$ universal $\mathrm{C}^{*}$-completion C*-




$\hat{G}rightarrow L^{1}(G)^{\wedge}$ , $\pirightarrow\pi(f)=\int_{G}f(g)\pi_{g}dg$ , $g\in G,$ $f\in L^{1}(G)$ .
$G$ 1 $\hat{G}_{1}$ (4)
$C^{*}(G)$ ranks
. $G$ $\mathbb{R}$ $C^{*}(G)$ $0$ $\mathbb{R}$
C*- $C_{0}(\mathbb{R})$ $\mathbb{R}$ 1
$C_{0}(\mathbb{R})$ – –
$\hat{\mathbb{R}}\ni\pi_{p}\Leftrightarrow C_{0}(\mathbb{R}\backslash \{p\})\subset C_{0}(\mathbb{R})$






I non type I : $-$
$\mathbb{R}$ $\mathbb{R}\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}_{\lambda\cdots\rangle}\triangleleft \mathbb{R}$
non tyPe I Dixmier
I Mautner $\mathbb{C}^{2}\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}$
$\mathbb{R}$ $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ \alpha
$\uparrow$) $\mathbb{C}^{n}\rangle\triangleleft_{\alpha}\mathbb{R}$ $c*$ - $C^{*}-$
$c*$ - $c*$ -
$C^{*}$ - $c*$ - I






$\mathbb{R}\ni t_{\text{ }}arrow\alpha_{t}\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}n(\mathbb{C})$
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$G$ $\mathrm{C}^{*}$- $C^{*}(G)$ $G$ $\mathrm{C}^{*}-$




$\hat{\alpha}$ $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ $-$ :
$\langle\alpha_{t}(z)|w\rangle=\langle z|\hat{\alpha}_{t}(w)\rangle,$ . $t\in \mathbb{R},$ $z,$ $w\in \mathbb{C}^{n}$
$\langle z|w\rangle=e^{i{\rm Re}(\Sigma z\overline{w}_{i})}i,$ $z=(z_{i}),$ $w=(w_{i})\in \mathbb{C}^{n}$ $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ character ${\rm Re}(\cdot)$
$K_{1}$ $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ $\hat{\alpha}$- :
$0arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{C}^{n}\backslash K_{1})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{C}n)\lambda_{\hat{\alpha}}\mathbb{R}arrow c_{0}(K_{1})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}arrow 0$
$K_{2}$ $\mathbb{C}^{n}\backslash K_{1}$ \alpha ^- :









2.1. $G=\mathbb{C}\lambda_{\alpha}\mathbb{R}$ $\alpha$ :
(1) Trivial : $\alpha_{t}(z)=z,$ $t\in \mathbb{R},$ $z\in \mathbb{C}$ .
(2) : $\alpha_{t}(z)=e^{\mu}t_{Z},$ $\mu\in \mathbb{R}\backslash \{0\}$ .
(3) : $\alpha_{t}(z)=e(\mu+i\theta)t\chi,$ $\mu,$ $\theta\in \mathbb{R}\backslash \{0\}$ .
(4) : $\alpha_{t}(z)=e^{i\theta t_{Z}},$ $\theta\in \mathbb{R}\backslash \{0\}$ .
$\alpha_{t}=e(\mu+i\theta)t$ $\mathbb{C}$ $\mathbb{C}^{\cross}$
$\alpha_{t}$ $t=0$ $\frac{d\alpha}{dt}|_{t=0=\mu}+i\theta$ .
$C^{*}(G)$ $\mu=1=\theta$
:
(1) $c^{*}(G)\cong c_{\mathrm{o}(\mathbb{C}\mathbb{R})}\cross$ ,
(2), (3) $0arrow C(\mathrm{T})\otimes \mathrm{K}arrow C^{*}(G)arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{R})arrow 0$
(4) $0arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})\otimes \mathrm{K}arrow C^{*}(G)arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{R})arrow 0$ .
$\mathrm{K}$ C*-
(2), (3), (4) $\mathbb{C}$ $\hat{\alpha}$
:
$0arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{C})\mathrm{x}_{\hat{\alpha}}\mathbb{R}arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{R})arrow 0$
(2), (3) \alpha $\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ wandering, $\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$
$K$ $\{t\in \mathbb{R}|\alpha_{t}(K)\cap K\neq\emptyset\}$ $\mathbb{R}$
Green [Grl] :
$C_{0}(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})x\mathbb{R}\cong C(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{\mathrm{o}\}/\mathbb{R})\otimes \mathrm{K}\cong c(\mathrm{T})\otimes \mathrm{K}$.
$\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}/\mathbb{R}$ $\mathbb{R}$ $\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ $\mathrm{T}$
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(4) $\hat{\alpha}$
$C_{0}(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}\cong C\mathrm{o}(\mathbb{R})\otimes(c(\mathrm{T})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R})$ .
$\hat{\alpha}$ $\mathrm{T}$ C*- Green imprimitivity
[Gr2]
$C(.\mathrm{T})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}\cong c(O(z))*\mathbb{R}\cong C(\mathbb{R}/\mathbb{R}_{z})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}$
$\cong C^{*}(\mathbb{Z})\otimes \mathrm{K}(L^{2}(\mathrm{T}))\cong C(\mathrm{T})\otimes \mathrm{K}$.
$O(z)$ $z\in \mathrm{T}$ \alpha ^ $\mathbb{R}_{z}$ $z$ \alpha ^
$C_{0}(\mathbb{R})\otimes C(\mathrm{T})\cong c_{0}(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})$ .
– $G=\mathbb{C}^{n}\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}$ –
$G$ I $C^{*}(G)$ I C*-
$C^{*}(G)$ I CCR
$\mathbb{C}^{n}/\mathbb{R}$ $T_{1}$
2.2. $G$ non type I Mautner $G=\mathbb{C}^{2_{\lambda_{\alpha}}}\mathbb{R}$
$\alpha_{t}(_{Z_{1}}, \mathcal{Z}_{2})=(e^{i}Z1, e\mathcal{Z}_{2})ti\theta t$ , $z_{1},$ $z_{2}\in \mathbb{C},$ $t\in \mathbb{R},$ $\theta\in \mathbb{R}\backslash \mathbb{Q}$ .
$C^{*}(c)\cong C_{0}(\mathbb{C}^{2})\rangle\triangleleft_{\hat{\alpha}}\mathbb{R}$ . $\mathbb{C}^{2}$ 02 $\mathbb{C}^{2}$ $\hat{\alpha}$
:
$0arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{C}^{2}\backslash \{0_{2}\})\chi \mathbb{R}arrow C^{*}(G)arrow C_{0}(\mathbb{R})arrow 0$ .
$(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})\cross\{0\},$ $\{0\}\cross(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})$ $\mathbb{C}^{2}\backslash \{0_{2}\}$ \alpha ^-




$C_{0}(\mathrm{c}\backslash \{0\})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}\cong C_{0}(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})\otimes \mathrm{K}$ .
$(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})^{2}$
$C_{0}((\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})^{2})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}\cong c_{0}(\mathbb{R}_{+}2)\otimes(c(\mathrm{T}2)\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R})$.
$\hat{\alpha}$
$\mathrm{T}^{2}$ $\mathrm{T}^{2}$ (Kronecker folitaion)
$C(\mathrm{T}^{2})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}$ $\mathrm{C}^{*}$- $(\mathrm{C}\mathrm{f}.[\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{n}]}, [\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}])$ .
:






$\mathbb{R}arrow \mathrm{d}\alpha \mathrm{M}_{n}(\mathbb{C})$ $t-+td\alpha$






$\lambda_{1k}(1\leq k\leq n_{1}),$ $\lambda_{i}(2\leq i\leq l)$ d\alpha
$\text{ }$







$c_{0}(\mathbb{C}^{n})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}\cong C0(\mathbb{C})\otimes(C_{0}(\mathbb{C}^{n}-1)\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R})$.
$i$ $\lambda_{i}\neq 0$
$(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})^{n\text{ }}\hat{\alpha}$ $C_{0}((\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})^{n})\lambda_{\hat{\alpha}}\mathbb{R}$
d\alpha \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$},
\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}, $\hat{\alpha}$
$C_{0}((\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})^{n})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}\cong c_{0}(\mathbb{R}^{n}+)\otimes(c(\mathrm{T}n)\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R})$ .
$C(\mathrm{T}^{n})\lambda \mathbb{R}$ foliation $\mathrm{C}^{*}$- $([\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}1)$ :
$C(\mathrm{T}^{n})\mathrm{x}\mathbb{R}\cong(c(\mathrm{T}^{n}-1)\lambda \mathbb{Z})\otimes \mathrm{K}$
$C(\mathrm{T}^{n-1})\lambda \mathbb{Z}\equiv \mathfrak{U}\ominus$ $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}.[\mathrm{R}\mathrm{f}2])$ . $\overline{\lambda_{i}}=i\theta_{i}$
$\theta_{i}$ $\mathbb{Q}$
$\theta_{i}$ $\mathbb{Q}$ : U Elliott Q. Lin
[EL] AT-
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\theta , $\mathbb{Q}$ : $P$
$([\mathrm{B}1])$ :




\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} non zero $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ \alpha ^ $\mathbb{C}^{n-1}\cross(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})$
\alpha ^ \alpha ^ wandering
Green [Grl] \alpha ^ :
$C_{0}(\mathbb{C}n-1\cross(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}))\cross_{\hat{\alpha}}\mathbb{R}\cong c0((\mathbb{C}n-1\cross(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}))/\mathbb{R})\otimes \mathrm{K}$
$\cong C_{0}(\mathbb{C}n-1\mathrm{x}\mathrm{T})\otimes \mathrm{K}$.
\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} zero $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ \alpha ^- $\mathbb{C}^{n-1}\cross(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})$
\alpha ^ wandering
Green \alpha ^ :
$c_{0(\mathbb{C}}n-1\cross(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}))\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}\cong C_{0}((\mathbb{C}n-1\cross(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}))/\mathbb{R})\otimes \mathrm{K}$
$\cong c_{0(\mathbb{C}}n-2\cross \mathbb{R}\cross(\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}))\otimes \mathrm{K}$
:
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. $G=\mathbb{C}^{n_{\lambda_{\alpha}}}\mathbb{R}$ $-$ $C^{*}(G)$ $\{2_{j}\}_{j=}^{K}1$
subquotient $3_{j}/2_{j-1}$
$3_{j}/2_{j-1}\cong$
$0\leq n_{0}\leq n$ , $0\leq s_{j},$ $t_{j}\leq n-n_{0}$ ,
$2\leq u_{j}\leq n-n_{0}$ , $s_{j}+t_{j}+1\leq n-n_{0}$ , $s_{j}+u_{j}\leq n-n_{0}$ .
$n_{0}$ zero $u$ zero
$\mathbb{C}^{n}$ $\hat{\alpha}$
nonzero $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ $\hat{\alpha}$ $d\alpha$
\sim ero \alpha ^
$\mathbb{C}^{n}$ \alpha ^
$\Theta=(i_{1}, \cdots, i_{u_{j}})$ $\mathfrak{U}_{\ominus(i\cdots,i)}2,u_{j}=C(\mathrm{T}^{u_{j}})\rangle\triangleleft\ominus \mathbb{Z}$ ,
:
. $G=\mathbb{R}^{n}n\mathbb{R}$ $C^{*}(G)$ $\{\mathfrak{D}_{j}\}$
$\mathfrak{D}_{j}/\mathfrak{D}_{j1}-\cong$ $j=Kf1\leq oro_{or}r’ j\leq K-1$
$0\leq n’\leq n$ , $0\leq s_{j},$ $t_{j}\leq n-n’$ ,




$0\leq s_{j},$ $t_{j}\leq n$ –n’ $s_{j}+t_{j}+1\leq n$ -n’ $\Omega_{j}’$ ( $\mathbb{C}^{n’+s_{j}}\mathrm{x}\mathbb{R}_{+}^{u_{j}}$
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$2\leq u_{j}$ \leq n--n’ $s_{j}+u_{j}\leq n-n’$ . $\mathfrak{U}_{\ominus(i_{2},\cdots,i_{u_{j}}}$ )
$\mathfrak{B}_{j}$ quotient
. $\tilde{G}=\mathbb{C}^{n}n_{\overline{\alpha}}\mathbb{R},\tilde{\alpha}_{t}(x+iy)=\alpha_{t}(x)+i\alpha_{t}(y),$ $x,$ $y\in \mathbb{R}^{n}$
$\mathbb{R}^{n}$ d $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ :




$\bullet$ Z’ep [Zp] (proper) $ax+b- \mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p},$ $G=\mathbb{R}\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}$
Rosenberg [Rs] $G=\mathbb{R}^{2}\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{R}$ (3 $-$ )
$G=\mathbb{R}^{n_{\lambda_{\alpha}}}\mathbb{R},$ $\alpha_{t}(x_{i})=(e^{t}x_{i})$
Wang [Wg] $G=\mathbb{R}^{n_{\rangle\triangleleft_{\alpha}}}\mathbb{R},$ $\alpha t(x_{i})=(e^{ts_{i}}..xi),$ $Si.\in \mathbb{R}$ . Foliation
$\mathrm{C}^{*}$- $C^{*}(G)$
$\bullet$ - Green [Gr2] $G$ $C^{*}(G)$
$\mathrm{C}^{*}$- $C^{*}(G)$ subquotient
stable
Poguntke [Pg] $G$ $C^{*}(G)$
$\mathrm{C}^{*}$- $C^{*}(G)$ subquotient
$\mathrm{C}^{*}$- $\mathrm{K}\otimes C^{*}(\mathbb{Z}^{n}, \sigma)(n\geq 0)$
$C^{*}(\mathbb{Z}^{n}, \sigma)$ \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} C*-
$\text{ }$ \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} $C^{*}(\mathbb{Z}^{n}, \sigma)$
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\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} :
$\mathfrak{U}_{\Theta}=C(\mathrm{T}n-1)\chi \mathbb{Z}\cong c*(\mathbb{Z}n, \sigma)$ .
$n=2$
$\mathfrak{U}_{\theta}=C(\mathrm{T})\rangle\triangleleft \mathbb{Z}\cong c^{*}(\mathbb{Z}^{2}, \sigma)$ ,
$\sigma((X_{1,y_{1}}), (X_{2}, y2))=e^{2\pi}i\theta y1x2$ $(x_{i}, y_{i})\in \mathbb{Z}^{2}(1\leq i\leq 2)$ .
$\bullet$ Niels Pedersen [Pd] : $G$ $-$ $-$
cocompact radical $-$ $C^{*}.(G)$
$\{3_{j}\}$ subquotient $3_{j}/3_{j-1}$ generalized liminary
$\mathrm{C}^{*}$- I generalized liminary liminary $(=\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R})$
Pedersen realization
(4)
stable rank connected stable rank
$([\mathrm{R}\mathrm{f}1])$ . $\dagger j-$
$\mathbb{C}^{n}\mathrm{x}\mathbb{R},$ $\mathbb{R}n*\mathbb{R}$ C*- stable rank connected stable rank
$\mathfrak{U}$ $\mathrm{C}^{*}$- C*-
$\mathfrak{U}$
$n$ $\mathfrak{U}^{n}$ $L_{n}(\mathfrak{U})$ :
$L_{n}(\mathfrak{U})=$ { $(a_{i}) \in \mathfrak{U}^{n}|\sum_{i=1}a_{i}a^{*}ni$ $\mathfrak{U}$ }.








ranks $\mathrm{C}^{*}$- - stable rank











$C^{*}$ - $0arrow 2arrow \mathfrak{U}arrow \mathfrak{U}/2arrow 0$ :
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(3)\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U}/3)\leq \mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U})\leq \mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathrm{C}\mathrm{i})$ $\mathrm{V}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U}/3)\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U}/2)$ ,
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U})\leq \mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(2)\vee \mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U}/2)$ .
V
C*- $\mathfrak{U}$ $\mathrm{K}$ :
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U}\otimes \mathrm{K})=2\wedge \mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U})$ , $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U}\otimes \mathrm{K})\leq 2$ A $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U})$ .
$\wedge$ ([Sh], [Ns]).
:
$\bullet$ $G$ $-$ $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(C^{*}(G))=1$ $G\cong \mathbb{R}$ $([\mathrm{S}\mathrm{T}2])$ .
$\bullet$ C*- $\mathfrak{U}$ $K_{1}$ $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(\mathfrak{U})\geq 2([\mathrm{H}\mathrm{s}])$ .
:
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$\mathbb{C}^{n}$ \alpha ^ $\dim\hat{G}_{1}=1$
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(c^{*}(G))=2$ , $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(c^{*}(G))=2$ .
. $G$ Mautner $\dim\hat{G}_{1}=1$ .
:
42. $-$ $G=\mathbb{R}^{n}\lambda \mathbb{R}$
$\{$
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(C^{*}(G))=2\vee\dim_{\mathbb{C}}\hat{G}_{1}$ if $\dim\hat{G}_{1}$ is even,
2V $\dim_{\mathbb{C}}\hat{G}_{1}\leq \mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(C^{*}(G))\leq\dim_{\mathbb{C}}\hat{G}_{1}+1$ if $\dim\hat{G}_{1}$ is odd.
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(c^{*}(G))\leq 2\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}(c_{0}(\hat{G}1))=[(\dim_{\mathbb{C}}\hat{G}1+1)/2]+1$ .
. 4.1 $G\text{ _{ _{ }} _{ }\hat{G}}1$
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